A New Collection of Tripods, Camera Bags, and Heads from Vanguard
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Introducing the
Inspired by photographers and outdoor enthusiasts around the world, the Alta Collection was
created based on extensive, in depth research and the utilization of the most advanced engineering
programs to date.
With the Alta Collection Vanguard aims at improving the photographer’s experience, by offering
individual products that can also be used in combination with other Alta items. Featuring the
“Alta Link”, exclusively provided by Vanguard. This collection introduces the best performance and
design in tripods and bags, while offering a range of products that cater to DSLR, drone and
mirrorless camera gear.
ALTA is already a global award-winning collection showcasing new features and innovations that
provide freedom to push your creativity limits!
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About Vanguard
Vanguard is a global company that designs and manufactures tripods, bags, sporting optics, and accessories.
For over 30 years, our drive to disrupt mediocrity and our commitment to innovation has allowed us to create
the highest quality products for photographers and outdoor enthusiasts at an affordable price.
Total product ownership - from idea to finished

robust global operation. Every step of the process

product – for unmatched quality control. Growing

is orchestrated by Vanguard’s in-house R & D,

into a global leader since its founding in 1986,

production, administration, marketing and sales

VANGUARD provides more than our competitors

teams, in Vanguard owned and controlled facilities.

because we are the factory. There are no third-

This enables us to ensure standout product quality

party factories, development or design firms or

and to eliminate middle men.” The result is money

other outsourcing of any kind in the process.

savings for customers, higher margins for retailers

More than 1,000 Vanguard employees create

and greater efficiency in direct communication

the products and power the brand within our

with the manufacturer for everyone.

Across the World
Vanguard is truly a global brand with design and
manufacturing headquarters in Guangdong, China,
and distribution, sales, marketing and administrative
branches in the U.S., Luxembourg, Spain, Germany,
United Kingdom, Japan and, soon, Beijing. From
these locations, Vanguard team members collaborate
closely to ensure a consistent, efficient global
operation.
Every day, hundreds of thousands of photographers
rely on Vanguard tripods, monopods, ball heads, bags
and cases. Tens of thousands of outdoor enthusiasts
appreciate Vanguard’s premium binoculars, spotting
scopes and related goods that bring them closer to
nature.
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Introducing the new Alta Pro 2+ tripod from Vanguard. Alta Pro 2+ reaches a new level of innovation and versatility. This
distinctive tripod series is like nothing we’ve ever made. The Alta Pro 2+ has been completely re-engineered by a team of
German designers. The legs are crafted from new materials that provide greater stability and lightweight performance.
With the new rich, matte anthracite finish and sleek lines the Alta Pro 2+ looks just as amazing as it performs.
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FIRM ON YOUR FEET
Angled rubber feet to match any
terrain (spiked feet available for
purchase separately)

LEVEL HEADED

CARRYING BAG INCLUDED

3/8 thread connection for accessories

Bubble level for precision shooting

Bonus tripod bag with shoulder strap

ALTA SBM STONE BAG*

ALTA LAA*

High Load bearing for extra stability

Low-angle central column adaptor.

*Available as separate purchase

*Available as separate purchase

Alta Pro 2+ 263CT

Alta Pro 2+ 264CT

Alta Pro 2+ 263AT

Alta Pro 2+ 264AT

Folded Height

24.6 in | 625 mm

19.625 in | 505 mm

24.625 in | 625 mm

19.825 in | 505 mm

29.125 in | 739 mm

Extended Height

64 in | 1625 mm

59 in | 1500 mm

64 in | 1625 mm

59 in | 1500 mm

68.25 in | 1734 mm

69 in | 1752 mm

Minimum Height

51.625 in | 1310 mm

47 in | 1195 mm

51.625 in | 1310 mm

47 in | 1195 mm

56.375 in | 1417 mm

56.75 in | 1440 mm

Alta Pro 2+ 263AB 100

Alta Pro 2+ 263AP
29.75 in | 755 mm

26 mm

26 mm

26 mm

26 mm

26 mm

26 mm

Carbon Fiber

Carbon Fiber

Aluminum Alloy

Aluminum Alloy

Aluminum Alloy

Aluminum Alloy

Number of Sections

3

4

3

4

3

3

Head

-

-

-

-

Alta BH-100

Alta PH-32

Diameter of Leg
Leg Material

Max. Load
Weight
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ALTA LINK

7 kg | 15.4 lbs

7 kg | 15.4 lbs

7 kg | 15.4 lbs

7 kg | 15.4 lbs

7 kg | 15.4 lbs

5 kg | 11 lbs

1.7 kg | 3.75 lbs

1.71 kg | 3.77 lbs

1.95 kg | 4.31 lbs

1.93 kg | 4.25 lbs

2.4 kg | 5.31 lbs

265 kg | 5.84 lbs

MULTI-ANGLE CENTER COLUMN SYSTEM
With a unique quick action center column, you will enjoy
quick, simple and intuitive “twist and lock” positioning at
any angle of 15° steps. And range rotation of -90° to +90°
that supports unlimited creativity.

SUPERB BUILD QUALITY
Manufactured with the best materials, this
performance tripod is sturdy and lightweight
with non-slip, all-weather TPU grips on 2 legs.

LEG ANGLE SELECTOR
Achieve perfect positioning and balance of the tripod to
match any working terrain, by using the strong and steady 4
angles leg setting options of 20°, 40°, 60° or 80°)

ADVANCED TWIST LOCKS
Ultra-fast 35° turn to “lock” or “unlock” ensures
instant leg extension/contraction. Engineered
to support an unmatched loading capacity in
comparison to other tripods.

*Alta Pro 2+ 236CT w/ ALTA BH-100 Head Shown
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All the same innovative features as Alta Pro 2+ without
the Multi-Angle Center Column (MACC).
Alta Pro 2 263AP

Alta Pro 2 264AP

Alta Pro 2 264AO

Folded Height

28.5 in | 716 mm

23.725 in | 600 mm

23.625 in | 600 mm

Extended Height

69 in | 1752 mm

64.25 in | 1632 mm

64.25 in | 1632 mm

Minimum Height

55.75 in | 1420 mm

51 in | 1295 mm

51 in | 1295 mm

26 mm

26 mm

26 mm

Aluminum Alloy

Aluminum Alloy

Aluminum Alloy

Diameter of Leg
Leg Material
Number of Sections
Head
Max. Load
Weight

3

4
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Alta PH-32

Alta PH-32

Alta PH-31

11 lbs | 5 kg

11 lbs | 5 kg

11 lbs | 5 kg

5.4 lbs | 2.45 kg

5.35 lbs | 2.46 kg

5.35 lbs | 2.46 kg

*Alta Pro 2 263AP Shown
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Gain the necessary flexibility to shoot better photographs thanks to the new ALTA
BH series. Choosing the right tripod head is essential to achieving the best result in
photography. The BH series of heads is easy to use, and allows for more accurate locking
positions, resulting in quick and rapid shots. All heads are Arca-compatible.

Alta BH Series Features

*Alta BH-100

2 Bubble Levels

Large Ergonomic Ball
Adjustment Knob

Friction Control Knob

ALTA PH series pan heads offer versatility of movement that suit every
need imaginable. The handles can be utilized in compact or extended
positions, and the fluid mechanism guarantees smooth panning particularly advantageous for video and observational use. All
heads are Arca-compatible.

*Alta PH-31

Alta PH Series Features

*Alta PH-32

Telescopic Handle

Alta BH-100

Alta BH-250

Alta BH-300

Alta PH-31

Quick Shoe

QS-60 v2

QS-60 v2

QS-60 v2

QS-60 v2

QS-60 v2

Lateral Tilt °

-

-90° to 32°

-90° to +38°

-

-91° to +35°

Alta PH-32

-60° to +90°

-

-

-

-60° to +90°

360°

360°

360°

360°

360°

Weight

1 lb | 0.47 kg

1.23 lbs | 0.56 kg

1.43 lbs | 0.65 kg

0.9 lbs | 0.4 kg

1.4 lbs | 0.6 kg

Max Load

22 lbs | 10 kg

44 lbs | 20 kg

66.1 lbs | 30 kg

11 lbs | 5 kg

11 lbs | 5 kg

Frontal Tilt °
Rotation °
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Arca Swiss Compatible
Quick Shoe

Alta Sky is a series of dynamic backpacks and daypacks with a new take on what versatility can really offer a professional
photographer. Vanguard’s design team created a new standard in adaptable carrying and working solutions, enabling a simple
transition from 100% gear to 100% personal as well as setting-up anywhere in between.

Alta Sky is a series of dynamic backpacks and daypacks with a new take on what versatility can offer a professional photographer.
Vanguard’s design team created a new standard in adaptable carrying and working solutions, enabling a simple transition from
100% gear to 100% personal as well as setting-up anywhere in between.
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*ALTA SKY 51D SHOWN

Inside Dimensions
Outside Dimensions

Alta Sky 49
290 × 200 × 480 mm | 11.4 × 7.8 × 18.9 in

320 × 200 × 510 mm | 12.6 × 7.8 × 20 in

Alta Sky 51D

320 × 200 × 530 mm | 12.6 × 7.8 × 20.8 in

Alta Sky 53

260 × 240 × 610 mm | 10.2 × 9.4 × 24 in

Alta Sky 66

310 × 230 × 495 mm | 12.2 × 9 × 19.5 in

340 × 260 × 540 mm | 13.3 × 10.2 × 21.2 in

370 × 260 × 565 mm | 14.6 × 10.2 × 22.2 in

380 × 270 × 580 mm | 15 × 10.6 × 22.8 in

290 × 290 × 620 mm | 11.3 × 11.3 × 24.3 in

Max. Load

9 kg | 19.8 lbs

12 kg | 26.4 lbs

13.5 kg | 29.7 lbs

16 kg | 35.2 lbs

10.5 kg | 23.1 lbs

Weight

2.2 kg | 4.8 lbs

2.5 kg | 5.7 lbs

2.9 kg | 6.4 lbs

2.8 kg | 6.2 lbs

2.5 kg | 5.5 lbs

Up to 13”

Up to 14”

Up to 15”

Up to 17”

9.7” Tablet

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Fits Laptop
Tablet Pocket
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Alta Sky 45D
260 × 190 × 450 mm | 10.2 × 7.5 × 17.7 in

S

SERIES HIGHLIGHTS:
•

Ultimate versatility - 100% gear to 100% personal and anywhere in between

•

Multi-access quick-action - full rear opening and top access | + Side access in daypacks

•

Drone action - dual use/dual color dividers for drone set-up*

•

No fumbling - bright colored interior makes finding things easy

•

Business oriented - All bags have laptop or tablet carry ability (see chart for details)

‘NEVER-TIRE’ CARRYING EXPERIENCE
Ergonomic Air System back, harness & waist belt

STAY STEADY
Optimal balance tripod carrying system.

KEEP DRY
Total coverage rain cover

WELL ORGANIZED
Numerous dedicated pockets,
organizers and connectors for
all essentials
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The Alta Fly series of trolleys is designed for the professional photographer who must get around from location
to location with their studio intact. Airline carry-on, or check-in friendly this travel-oriented series features
enhanced ultra-security and gear protection for full camera gear or drone set-ups.
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Alta Fly 48T

Alta Fly 49T

Alta Fly 62T

Exterior Dimensions

375 × 280 × 540 mm | 14.7 × 11 × 21.2 in

375 × 265 × 540 mm | 14.7 × 10.3 × 21.2 in

445 × 280 × 660 mm | 17.5 × 11 × 26 in

Interior Dimensions

350 × 190 × 550 mm | 13.7 × 7.5 × 21.6 in

310 × 190 × 410 mm | 12.2 × 7.5 × 16.1 in

310 × 160 × 420 mm | 12.2 × 6.2 × 16.5 in

Max Load

13 kg | 28.6 lbs

12.5 kg | 27.5 lbs

20 kg | 44 lbs

Weight

4.3 kg | 9.5 lbs

3.4 kg | 7.6 lbs

5.1 kg | 11.4 lbs

Fits as Carry-On
Size Laptop
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FLY 48T

FLY 49T

FLY 62T

SERIES HIGHLIGHTS:
•
•
•
•

Always protected - well-padded interior made for travel
Safety first - double security buckles to keep your gear safe and secure
Business oriented - holds a laptop + tablet (See chart for details)
Keep dry - total coverage rain cover

GO LUGGAGE
Simply remove interior divider compartment

WELL ORGANIZED
Numerous dedicated pockets,
organizers and connectors for
all essentials

STAY STEADY
Optimal balance tripod carrying system.

EASE OF TRANSPORT
Sturdy two-wheel trolley
handles even the heaviest gear
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The Alta Rise series of messenger bags, slings and backpacks are actually two sizes in one! One bag covers all, offering
you the possibility to super-size, or downsize, with one easy zipper motion, all while keeping your gear protected.
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*ALTA RISE 48 SHOWN

Inside Dimensions
Outside Dimensions

Alta Rise 33

Alta Rise 38

Alta Rise 43

Alta Rise 45

Alta Rise 48

330 × 165 × 280 mm | 13 × 6.5 × 11 in

380 × 165 × 280 mm | 15 × 6.5 × 11 in

200 × 190 × 240 mm | 7.8 × 7.5 × 9.5 in

260 × 190 × 250 mm | 10.2 × 7.5 × 9.8 in

300 × 190 × 270 mm | 11.7 × 7.5 × 10.6 in

360 × 210 × 290 mm | 14.1 × 8.2 × 11.3 in

400 × 210 × 340 mm | 15.7 × 8.2 × 13.3 in

440 × 210 × 340 mm | 17.3 × 8.2 × 13.3 in

265 × 200 × 450 mm | 10.3 × 7.8 × 17.7 in

320 × 230 × 490 mm | 12.6 × 9 × 19.2 in

350 × 250 × 530 mm | 13.7 × 9.8 × 20.8 in

Max. Load

7 kg | 15.4 lbs

7.5 kg | 16.5 lbs

9.2 kg | 20.2 lbs

5.4 kg | 11.9 lbs

8.7 kg | 19.1 lbs

11.6 kg | 25.5 lbs

Weight

1.2 kg | 2.7 lbs

1.3 kg | 2.9 lbs

1.4 kg | 3.1 lb

1.2 kg | 2.6 lbs

1.5 kg | 3.3 lbs

1.9 kg | 4.1 lbs

10”

13”

15”

10”

13”

15”

Fits Size Laptop
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Alta Rise 28
280 × 165 × 240 mm | 11 × 6.5 × 9.5 in

SERIES HIGHLIGHTS:
•

Quick-action - side access in split seconds (top access in messengers)

•

‘Magic’ pocket – full length, padded internal pocket with easy and discreet external access

•

Business-oriented - All bags have laptop or tablet carry ability (see chart for details)

•

Well organized - dedicated pockets for all essentials

•

Keeps dry - total coverage rain cover

VERSATILE CARRY
Well-padded, anti-slip shoulder strap
on backpacks, slings, and messengers.

+6
Expand or contract with a simple
zipper motion

STAY STEADY
Optimal balance tripod carrying system

SAFE STORAGE
Concealed pocket on back
panel to secure travel
documents and wallet
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The Alta Action advanced carrying tripod bags are tailored to best fit and protect our Alta Pro tripods & heads. More
than just a great tripod carrying solution these bags are designed to support the full Alta experience.

Alta Action Series Features

Alta Link-Tripod &
Bag Connection

Accessories Pouch

Alta Action 60

Alta Action 70

Alta Action 80

Exterior Dimensions

615 × 150 × 110 mm | 24.2 × 5.8 × 4.3 in

715 × 180 × 140 mm | 28.1 × 7.1 × 5.5 in

815 × 180 × 140 mm | 32.1 × 7.1 × 5.5 in

Interior Dimensions

600 × 140 × 100 mm | 23.6 × 5.5 × 3.8 in

700 × 170 × 130 mm | 27.5 × 6.7 × 5.1 in

800 × 170 × 130 mm | 31.5 × 6.7 × 5.1 in

3 kg | 6.6 lbs

3.5 kg | 7.7 lbs

4 kg | 8.8 lbs

0.30 kg | 0.6 lbs

0.35 kg | 0.7 lbs

0.38 kg | 0.8 lbs

Max Load
Weight
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Alta Link
Connection Straps

MARK MILLER

W I L L I A M PAT I N O

LIZZY GADD

M I K E M O AT S

JON SECORD

COREY CRAWFORD

VANGUARD PROFESSIONALS
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vanguardworld.com

